
 

In this answer I will be discussing the population change of Ireland from the times of the great famine of 

1845-1849. The great famine struck Ireland hard killing about 1 million due to mass starvation as well as 

1 million people emigrated, mostly young adults. The potato blight had taken its toll 

 In 1841 well to even 1961Ireland as seen a constant natural decreeing 1891-1910 approx. 59723 people 

left the country seeking jobs and resources elsewhere in places like the UK , Canada and Australia. 

 Even in 1951-1961 the country hit an economic recession resulting in 4.8% of the population leaving 

Ireland as now the population of the country fell from 6.53 million inhabitants to 1960’s where the 

population of the country dropped to its lowest record of around 2.6 million people. 

Before the 1960’s most people lived in rural settlements due to the countries heavy dependency in 

primary activates. Around this time we see Ireland’s population becoming less and less as the 

population 1961 was a mere 2.82 and was to drop further in that decade to 2.6 million.  

Emigration was now established as part of Irish society in these times as it was mainly sex selective and 

age selective. Most emigrates where young adults leaving for a better quality of life, more females left 

due to the males of that time looking after the family inherited farm. This created a mass distortion in 

the population. 

People generally lived in small towns and villages up until 1960’s settlements set up on river valleys and 

on low laying coastal areas, slowly over time these developed in sea ports and larger towns sprung up.  

Overall the country was quite poor until the arrival of a major catalyst for Ireland’s recovery from this 

economic recession, Sean Lemass. Through his ideas and policies the country went through an economic 

and industrial revolutions as he set out to kick start the Irish economy. Thousands of jobs were created 

and industries flourished. Grants and subsidizations to desperately try to attract large MNC’s  (Multi-

National Companies) to Ireland. With Lemass’s ideas Ireland for the first time in 120 years saw a growth 

in net migration rather than the normal negative that was clearly seen for the previous 120 years in the 

country. 

 In 1973 Ireland entered the EEC (Europe) This opened the country to a new larger market for Irish goods 

and services as well as the increase of immigrates moving to Ireland after seeing the large and 

prosperous Irish market. It was the first time that Ireland opened its doors to its expanding Irish 

economy to the rest of the EU and the rest of the European market. Overall this leads to a mass boom in 

population something in the country that was unheard of. Due to the growth of Ireland the national 

population as from 1971 up until 1981 saw a large increase of 36268 people living in the country.  

 

 



This was until the country ‘again’ fell deep into recession once more as the 1980’s came by. In the 

1980’s the mass recession caused the large loss of various jobs as services and work places closed and 

over 200,000 people were forced to leave the country to seek work elsewhere. In the 1980’s 

employment was scarce once more. 

 In the 1990’s finally Ireland had exited the recession leaving the country in an awful state. Ireland 

though grew extremely quickly at ridiculous paces and speeds. In only a few years the country had 

boomed again. The mass boom of jobs and economic growth was labeled the “Celtic Tiger”. Due to the 

mass growth of the country it attracted major IT firms like Google and Apple as well as many other large 

MNC’s that were attracted to the countries skilled young workforce and corporation taxes and grants.  

The construction industries boomed as well as thousands of people moved into the growing service 

In the Celtic Tiger inward migration rapidly took place as people moved away from rural settlements to  

seek better jobs and a between quality of life in urban and suburban areas. People began to migrate to 

the countries large cities like Cork and Dublin as mostly jobs in the secondary and tertiary services 

boomed rapidly as the countries focus shifted from primary main economy export to services and IT. In 

the dew years mass inward migration has taken place and now 40% of people where living in urban and 

sub-urban regions of the country as people from western regions (The west of Ireland) to places like 

Dublin city and its large commuter belt. Rural migration hit the regions hard as many young skilled 

people left seeking a better life. The mass economic growth resulted in rapid inward migration in sectors 

like IT (Google and Apple) and construction industries and services throughout the nation. There were 

improvements to health care as well making Ireland highly desirable place to live and work. Inward 

migration from Eastern Europe from countries like Poland. From the years 1995 to 1999 Ireland had the 

highest inward migration in EU15.In the 2000’s there was a mass increase of asylum seekers from 

various countries like Nigeria and from countries in the EU like Romania. 

Present day the Irish population is 4.47 million. In 2008 Ireland was hit by a mass global recession yet 

again. A common outflow of people has since again returned as jobs have become scarce once more 

also. People have once again left for countries like Australia 

 

 


